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ABSTRACT
Multiagent teams have been shown to be effective in many domains
that require coordination among team members. However, find-
ing valuable joint-actions becomes increasingly difficult in tightly-
coupled domains where each agent’s performance depends on the
actions of many other agents. Reward shaping partially addresses
this challenge by deriving more “tuned" rewards to provide agents
with additional feedback, but this approach still relies on agents ran-
domly discovering suitable joint-actions. In this work, we introduce
Counterfactual Agent Suggestions (CAS) as a method for injecting
knowledge into an agent’s learning process within the confines
of existing reward structures. We show that CAS enables agent
teams to converge towards desired behaviors more reliably. We also
show that improvement in team performance in the presence of
suggestions extends to large teams and tightly-coupled domains.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multiagent teams have been effectively applied to many domains
requiring coordination among team members such as robot soc-
cer [23, 34, 35], the manipulation of large objects (such as boxes)
[10, 38], and joint exploration tasks [4, 15, 17, 30]. However, achiev-
ing coordinated behavior in tightly-coupled domains —defined as
domains requiring agents to take similar actions simultaneously to
achieve a task— is a significantly more challenging learning prob-
lem. For example, in a task involving moving a large table, which
requires at least three agents to move, one agent may try to move
the table before other agents have discovered this action. Lifting
the table is the correct action to take in this scenario; however, the
agent will receive no reward feedback due to missing inputs from
partner agents. In such situations, reward shaping is often used to
tune agent feedback signals to allow agents to gain additional in-
formation from the reward signal [21, 29]. The additional feedback
provided by reward shaping can be beneficial; however, exploration
during the learning process still relies on the random discovery of
actions. This often means that agent teams may not converge to an
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ideal behavior since reward shaping cannot tune feedback signals
for actions agents never discover.

Injecting domain knowledge into an agent’s learning process
offers a potential solution to this problem. Potential Based Reward
Shaping (PBRS) is a good example of incorporating knowledge
at the reward level as it is a principled and theoretically correct
method of incorporating heuristic knowledge into an agent [7]
which is similar to nonzero Q-table initialization [21]. Although
PBRS provides guarantees about preserving the Nash equilibria of
a system, knowledge injection via the potential function requires
enough knowledge to estimate the value of states in the domain
which is not always available for certain problems.

In this paper we introduce Counterfactual Agent Suggestions
(CAS) as a way to inject knowledge into a learning multiagent
system as a low-level suggestion. These suggestions are provided
to agents periodically during the learning process by a supervisor
agent that is external to the system. The supervisor can be thought
of as a human user guiding each agent’s learning process by provid-
ing suggestions at critical moments when those suggestions may
influence an agent’s policy. The supervisor does not know what
each agent’s policy should be; however, the supervisor does have a
preference for certain joint-actions over others.

CAS works within the framework of existing reward structures
that leverage counterfactuals to produce shaped rewards. For ex-
ample, D++ [28] allows agents to use hypothetical (counterfactual)
partners, which are copies of themselves, to derive “stepping stone"
rewards to reinforce tightly-coupled joint-actions in the absence
of the required number of partners. This setup creates a shaped re-
ward where agents compare a hypothetical state where they were
as capable as n other agents with the actual global state where
they were not. In this work, we explore how a supervisor can pro-
vide suggestions using the counterfactuals already present in D++.
These suggestions encourage agents to take similar exploratory ac-
tions while learning, enabling agent teams to converge to a desired
behavior more reliably without changing the reward function.

The primary contributions of this work are to:
(1) Provide a method for injecting knowledge into the multia-

gent learning process using a low-level suggestion,
(2) Devise strategies for encoding knowledge into suggestions

that induce desired behaviors from a team of agents.
In this work, we test the performance of CAS in a problem where

agents must observe an n-sided polygon to watch for a mobile Point
of Interest (PoI). If one side of the polygon does not have an agent
observing it, a target can hide on the unobserved side; therefore,
an n-sided polygon requires n agents to guarantee full coverage.
Using this tightly-coupled PoI observation problem, we show that,
in the presence of suggestions, agent teams converge to desired
behaviors and joint-actions more reliably than agent teams that
do not receive suggestions even when they use the same objective
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function for reward feedback. We also show that team performance
improves in the presence of suggestions, and that this improvement
in performance extends to larger agent teams operating in tightly-
coupled domains.

2 BACKGROUND
There have been many successful applications of multiagent learn-
ing in coordination problems including search and rescue [37], mine
collection [11], and coverage problems [1, 14, 22]. To address the
coordination challenge in tightly-coupled domains, many works
utilize non-learning methods such as direct agent-to-agent com-
munication [10] or auction based methods [16] to establish coordi-
nation. Although communication based approaches are generally
effective at addressing agent coordination, communication is of-
ten computationally expensive to implement as agents must learn
what to communicate, when to communicate, and how to make use
of the information received. Additionally, communication can be
difficult to maintain across an entire team of agents particularly in
tasks involving exploration and surveillance in remote areas where
communication is limited. To reduce the complexity of learning
with communication, behavior based approaches aim to determine
agents’ fitness based on internal motivators that are related to the
task at hand [25, 26]. In this work, we assume that there is no direct
agent-to-agent transfer of data; however, there is an implied com-
munication between the supervisor and agents when suggestions
are provided. This works focuses on how to utilize the information
contained in suggestions; therefore, we assume that communication
between the supervisor and agents requires only limited resources.

2.1 Reward Shaping
In cooperative multiagent systems, the design of agent reward
functions has a significant impact on agent-to-agent interactions
and the performance of the overall system [12, 33]. This is known
as reward shaping: a process that aims to provide agents with
additional feedback by tuning reward signals to improve the quality
of an agent’s policy or the convergence speed towards a solution
[21, 29]. The process of reward shaping is often represented as:

Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + α[R + F (s, s ′) + γmax
a′

Q(s ′,a′) −Q(s,a)] (1)

where F(s, s’) is a general term representing a shaped reward
which is based on state transitions.

In many multiagent reinforcement learning problems, using
heuristic knowledge has been shown to be effective in improv-
ing solution quality and decreasing solution convergence time
[3, 19, 20, 32]. However, the mechanisms used to inject this knowl-
edge differ. In this work, we discuss one method, Potential Based
Reward Shaping, due to its similarity to the subject of this work.

2.2 Potential Based Reward Shaping
In single agent reinforcement learning problems, Potential Based
Reward Shaping (PBRS) is a principled method for incorporating
heuristic knowledge into an agent’s learning process [21]. PBRS
works by assigning a potential to every state, s , according to a
potential function, Φ(s). The shaped reward is then evaluated by

computing the change in potential due to the transition from state
s to state s ′. This leads to a shaped reward defined by:

F (s, s ′) = γΦ(s ′) − Φ(s) (2)
where F(s, s’) is the same shaped reward used in Equation 1.
PBRS has been shown to be equivalent to initializing the Q-table

to Φ(s) [39]. Furthermore, receiving the additional potential-based
reward does not alter the optimal policy of an agent. However, it
does influence agent exploration which can lead to agents learning
different policies [21]. For applications in multiagent systems, PBRS
has similar guarantees to single agent learning, and it does not af-
fect the Nash equilibria of a system [5]. By incorporating suitable
heuristics, PBRS can increase the probability that a team’s perfor-
mance will converge to a higher global utility while decreasing the
overall convergence time [5].

Although knowledge injection via the potential function can
provide agents with hints as to which states are potentially more
beneficial than others, the information contained in these potentials
does not necessarily provide agents with knowledge relating to spe-
cific actions [39]. PBRSworks best in domains where the state-space
can be discretized in a manner conducive to reinforcement learn-
ing methods such as Q-learning. It also requires enough domain
knowledge to estimate the potential of states to influence agent
exploration in a meaningful way. In this work, we develop a method
for knowledge injection which is usable with non-reinforcement
learning methods and which does not require state value estimates.

2.3 D++ Rewards
One of the challenges associated with distributed learning in coop-
erative multiagent systems is that agents with no prior knowledge
of a task must randomly search through the joint state-action space,
find actions that accomplish the objective, and learn to coordinate
with teammates before any reward feedback is received. Differ-
ence rewards [2, 36] (defined in Equation 3) compares the actual
team performance, G(z), with a counterfactual team performance,
G(z−i ∪ ci ), where agent i’s policy is substituted with a different
policy or action, ci . Often times, a null action is used to create a coun-
terfactual global state where agent i took no actions (or executed a
policy which had no impact on the system). This comparison with
a hypothetical global state provides the agent with individualized
feedback on how its policy affected the team’s performance.

Di = G(z) −G(z−i ∪ ci ) (3)
In tightly-coupled systems, where tasks require complimentary

actions from many agents, difference rewards are less effective as
the reward feedback still relies on agents establishing and maintain-
ing coordination before feedback is generated. In tightly-coupled
domains, reward feedback is sparse and creates a difficult learning
challenge as it is unlikely that a group of agents will simultaneously
execute the same correct action when relying on random explo-
ration. To address this difficult learning challenge,D++ rewards [28]
have been shown to provide agents with “stepping-stone" rewards
which evaluate the effect of introducing multiple counterfactual
partners into the system identical to the agent receiving the reward.
These counterfactual partners are used to create the hypothetical
world state where an agent, i , was as capable as n other agents. This
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hypothetical world state is compared with the actual world state as
defined in Equation 4.

Dn
++(i) =

G(z+(∪j=1, . . .,n )i ) −G(z)

n
(4)

In the above equation, G(z+(∪j=1, . . .,n )i ) represents the hypothet-
ical global state where n counterfactual partners were added to the
system, G(z) represents the actual global state without counterfac-
tual partners, and n is used to discount the stepping stone reward
with respect to the number of added counterfactual partners.

Discounting Equation 4 with respect to n allows agents to differ-
entiate between the case where an objective needs only one more
agent to be completed and the case where many more agents are
required. Equation 4 is also formulated such that evaluating the case
where n = −1 will produce the same difference reward as defined
in Equation 3. This formulation is important for tightly-coupled
tasks as difference rewards do not provide any feedback until co-
ordination is established; however, D++ fails to provide gradient
information where a sufficient number of agents have coordinated
[28]. For these reasons, it is ideal to utilize both reward signals
during the learning process. Algorithm 1 further summarizes how
D++ balances difference rewards with stepping stone rewards.

Algorithm 1: Standard D++ Algorithm

1: Calculate D−1++ using Eqn. 4
2: Calculate DNA−1

++ using Eqn. 4
3: if DNA−1

++ ≤ D−1++ then
4: return D−1++
5: else
6: n = 0
7: while n < NA − 1 do
8: n = n + 1
9: Generate n counterfactual partners
10: Calculate D++(n) using Eqn. 4
11: if Dn

++ > Dn−1
++ then

12: Return Dn
++

13: end if
14: end while
15: end if
16: Return D−1++

2.4 Related Works
Perhaps the most similar works to this one are works using PBRS
to inject domain knowledge in the form of the potential function,
Φ(s). Although PBRS can provide agents with hints as to which
states are potentially more beneficial than others, the information
contained in these potentials does not provide agents with specific
insights over actions. To extend PBRS to provide more specific
knowledge to agents, Wiewiora et al. propose a method for provid-
ing generalized advice to reinforcement learning agents known as
Potential-Based Advice [39]. This advice function changes the shap-
ing function to include an additional parameter relating to the policy
an agent is currently evaluating. Essentially, this changes F (s, s ′)
to F (s,a, s ′,a′). Wiewiora et al. demonstrate two applications of

this concept as Look-Ahead Advice and Look-Back Advice. Both
potential-based advice and PBRS require enough domain knowl-
edge to assign potential value estimates to states within a system.
Potential based approaches are also designed to work within the
context of Q-learning or other reinforcement learning methods. In
this work, we define a method for injecting knowledge using CAS
which does not require state value estimates and that is usable in
non-reinforcement learning based approaches.

Similar works have also shown that the idea of counterfactuals
used in difference rewards and D++ can be modified in a variety of
ways to provide more useful reward feedback for agents. Devlin et
al. demonstrated that PBRS and difference rewards can be combined
to use counterfactuals as potential (CaP) [7]. CaP rewards agents
for high-performing global evaluations while simultaneously en-
couraging agents to move towards states where other agents in the
system are performing well. In this application Φ(s) depends on
the state of all the agents in the system; therefore CaP can assign
a different potential for the same local state which makes CaP an
instance of dynamic PBRS [6]. Although this application does not
explicitly deal with injecting knowledge into the multiagent learn-
ing process, it does show that counterfactuals can be augmented to
provide additional insights during the learning process.

In another related work, Dixit et al. show that the counterfac-
tual partners used in D++ can be modified to provide agents with
additional insights in tightly-coupled, heterogeneous multiagent
systems [8]. In standard D++, agents infer counterfactual partners
which are identical to themselves. This is a suitable implementa-
tion for homogeneous multiagent systems but not heterogeneous
systems where agents may have different capabilities. Dixit et al.
show that, if agents know the models for different partner types,
agents can learn which partners to select to receive more insightful
stepping stone rewards in these systems [8]. In this work, we use
the counterfactuals present in D++ to inject knowledge into an
agent’s learning process by encoding that knowledge as a partner.
The partners suggested by the supervisor do not need to represent
a type of agent currently available in the system.

3 COUNTERFACTUAL AGENT SUGGESTIONS
In this work, we introduce Counterfactual Agent Suggestions (CAS)
as a method for injecting knowledge into the multiagent learning
process. These suggestions are delivered to agents periodically by
another agent, referred to as the supervisor, which is external to
the system. Conceptually, the supervisor can be thought of as a
human user guiding a team of learning agents by providing them
with suggestions at critical moments (defined as the discovery a
possible joint-action) where those suggestions may influence an
agent’s policy. The supervisor does not know what an individual
agent’s policy should be, and the supervisor does not have access
to an agent’s internal state. The supervisor also does not need to
know the joint-state of the system to make suggestions. However,
the supervisor does have a preference over which joint-actions
an agent should learn and creates suggestions designed to impart
this knowledge. This enables agent policies to converge towards
specific joint-actions or behaviors without comparing an agent’s
policy with a target policy distinguishing supervisors from critics
in actor-critic methods [18].
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CAS is designed to inject knowledge into an agent’s learning
process by using counterfactuals such as those already present in
D++ (described in Section 2.3). In D++, the counterfactual partners
used by agents are generated by introducing multiple identical
agents into the system to generate a hypothetical joint-state. In-
stead of relying on these agent-inferred partners, the supervisor
suggests counterfactual partners to agents periodically throughout
the learning process. These suggestions are delivered in Step 9 of
Algorithm 1 which is the step where agents would typically gen-
erate partners for themselves. Although suggestions influence the
rewards received by an agent, suggesting partners in D++ does not
alter the calculation of the reward as defined by Equation 4.

In this work, we define two partner archetypes that the supervi-
sor can use to encode knowledge within D++: helpful partners and
null partners. Helpful partners are counterfactual partners which
are capable of satisfying the coupling requirements of a preferred
joint-action once it is discovered by an agent. These partners can
be used to provide agents with a positive stepping stone reward
which will encourage agents to select that joint-action in the fu-
ture. Null partners are built upon the concept of null actions which
are often used in difference rewards to compute the hypothetical
global state where an agent took no actions. Conceptually, a null
partner exists within the system but does nothing to contribute
towards the team’s objectives or to detract from the team’s overall
performance. By suggesting null partners to an agent, the agent
receives a stepping stone reward of zero.

To illustrate the application of these counterfactual suggestions,
we use the n-sided polygon coverage problem discussed in Section
1 and illustrated in Figure 1. In the left panel, an agent has found a
hexagonal PoI to observe; however, it is missing the five additional
partners required to fully cover this structure. In the right panel,
an agent has found a triangular PoI, but it is only missing two addi-
tional partners. Relying on standardD++, the agent in the left panel
would discover a positive stepping stone reward after inferring five
counterfactual partners, and the agent in the right panel would
discover a positive stepping stone reward after inferring two addi-
tional partners. It is much less likely that five additional agents will
learn to cover the hexagonal structure compared to the triangular
structure which only needs two additional agents. In this case, the
supervisor can suggest null partners to the agent in the left panel to
inject the knowledge that this action should be ignored. The agent
on the right receives partners that satisfy the joint-action providing
the agent with the knowledge that this action is desirable.

3.1 Cooperative CoEvolutionary Algorithms
To train agent control policies, encoded as neural networks (NNs)

in this work, we use a standard Cooperative CoEvolutionary Al-
gorithm (CCEA) [27]. CCEAs are an extension of Evolutionary
Algorithms which have been shown to perform well in cooperative
multiagent domains [9, 24]. The standard CCEA algorithm is de-
scribed in Algorithm 2. The CCEA starts by creating a population
of k neural networks for the total number of agents, NA, operating
in the system (one population for each agent). Within each genera-
tion, the CCEA generates k successor neural networks by mutating
the weights contained within each existing neural network, bring-
ing the total population of neural networks to a size of 2k . Then,

Figure (1) A supervisor provides counterfactual sugges-
tions (contained within dashed circles) to agents in an n-
sided polygon coverage problem. On the left, an agent dis-
covers a hexagonal PoI but requires five additional partners
for full coverage. On the right, an agent discovers a trian-
gular PoI but only requires two more partners. It is far less
likely that five more partners will learn to fully cover the
hexagonal PoI, so the supervisor suggests null partners to
discourage the agent from taking this action. Similarly, the
supervisor suggests partnerswhich satisfy the requirements
for the triangular PoI to encourage learning this action.

Algorithm 2: Standard CCEA

1: Initialize NA populations of k neural network weights
2: for NGenerations do
3: for Each population do
4: Create k successor NN weights
5: Mutate successors
6: end for
7: for i = 1− > 2k do
8: Select NN weights from each population without

replacement
9: Add agents to team Ti
10: Simulate Ti in domain
11: Evaluate fitness of each agent in Ti using F (z)
12: end for
13: for Each population do
14: Select k solutions using ϵ-greedy selection
15: end for
16: end for

from each population, NNs are selected without replacement and
placed on a team, Ti . Each team is simulated within the domain,
and fitness values are assigned to each member of team Ti using
a fitness function, F (z). In this work, the fitness function, F (z), is
D++ described in Equation 4. Finally, k NNs are selected from the
population of 2k individuals using ϵ-greedy selection to proceed to
the next generation.
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4 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work, we explore multiagent coordination in a monitor-
ing task similar to the continuous rover problem where a set of
homogeneous rovers are tasked with observing PoI located in a
two-dimensional plane [2]. Rovers have no prior knowledge of the
number of PoI in the region, the locations of the PoI, or the util-
ity associated with observing a given PoI. To make this problem
tightly-coupled, wemodify the problem so that agents must observe
an n-sided polygon to watch for a mobile PoI. A target can hide
along an unobserved side; therefore, an n-sided polygon requires
n agents to guarantee full coverage. The utility function for this
environment is given by Equation 5.

G(z) =
∑
i

(
∏n

j N(i , j))Vi
1
n
∑n
j δ(i , j)

(5)

In Eqn. 5, z refers to the joint state-action of the rover team,
Vi represents the value associated with PoI i , and n refers to the
coupling requirement associated with PoI i . Term N(i , j) is a binary
term which is 1 if rover j is within observational range of PoI i , and
it is 0 otherwise. Term δ(i , j) is the linear distance between PoI i
and rover j. This makes the denominator of the term the averaged
distance between PoI i and the n closest observing rovers.

Each rover is equipped with two sensors which provide it with
a state input. One sensor is used to detect PoI and the other sensor
is used to detect other rovers. Each sensor’s inputs are discretized
into four quadrants, Q , with respect to the body and heading of
the rover. This sensor configuration produces eight state variables
(four for each sensor type). The state variable representing rover
detections is defined below as:

SROV(j ,Q ) =
∑
j′∈Q

1
δ(j , j′)

(6)

where j represents the rover, Q represents the quadrant, and
δ(j , j′) represents the linear distance between rover j and rover j ′
located within quadrant Q . The state variable representing PoI
detections is defined as:

SPoI(j ,Q ) =
∑
i ∈Q

Vi
δ(i , j)

(7)

where Vi represents the value of PoI i , and δ(i , j) represents the
linear distance between PoI i in quadrant Q and rover j.

Each rover on the team is represented as a neural network whose
inputs are the state variables described by equations 6 and 7. Neural
networks are often referred to as universal approximators [13], and
they are selected as the control model for rovers due to their ability
to model continuous state-action control policies with only a rough
estimate of the current state [2, 31].

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To investigate how CAS influences an agent’s learning process, sev-
eral experiments are presented comparing rover team performance
in the presence of suggestions to rover team performance without
suggestions. At each timestep in a simulation, each rover executes
an action based on a policy encoded within a neural network. The

outputs from this neural network are control signals that deter-
mines each rover’s movement in the x andy directions. Each neural
network is a single hidden layer, feed-forward network with 8 input
nodes, 9 hidden nodes, and 2 output nodes. The network weights
are trained using the CCEA defined by Algorithm 2. For each agent,
there is a population of 40 networks that have weights initialized
using a normal distribution, N(0, 1).

In the first experiment, three rovers must explore a region (size
30x30) with two PoI. Each PoI has a coupling requirement of three,
and each PoI is located on opposite sides of the region. The rovers
only have enough time to explore one PoI. PoI 1 has a value of 10
and is located on the left side of the region, and PoI 2, located on the
right, has value of 4. With the coupling requirement matching the
number of rovers in the system, each rover must choose the same
joint-action to satisfy the objective. Using this world setup, we run
tests using two different suggestions. In one test, the supervisor
encourages rovers to explore PoI 1 by suggesting helpful partners
when a rover discovers PoI 1 and by providing null partners when
a rover discovers PoI 2. A similar setup is used to encourage rovers
to explore PoI 2 instead of PoI 1. In the second experiment, we use
the same PoI setup as experiment 1; however, there are now six
rovers and the coupling requirement of each PoI is now six. The
same two suggestions are tested in this experiment.

In the third experiment, we investigate how rover teams perform
in the presence of suggestions in a more complex system. In this
system, there are six rovers, five PoI, and a coupling requirement
of six. Three of the PoI are lower in value (less than or equal to
5), while the remaining PoI have values greater than 5. The region
containing the rovers and the PoI is of size 40x40. Tight coordination
between all six rovers must be maintained for PoI to be observed
in this world; however, the number of joint-actions to choose from
is much greater making coordination more difficult to establish.

For each experiment, each PoI has an observability radius of 3,
and the data presented is collected over 30 statistical runs. Error
in figures is reported as the standard error of the mean. In each
experiment, it is assumed that the world is fully observable to a
rover’s sensors. With full observability, each rover can detect the
other rovers on the map, and the rovers can detect the presence of a
PoI. However, the rovers cannot observe the PoI to collect rewards
until they are within its observability radius.

6 RESULTS
In the following experiments, we compare the performance of rover
teams that learned without CAS, and those that learned with CAS.
Each experiment compares how two different suggestion types
from the supervisor influence the behaviors of the team.

6.1 Two PoI, Coupling of 3
In experiment 1, three rovers must choose to either explore PoI 1
(worth 10.0) located on the left side of the region, or PoI 2 (worth
4.0) located on the right side of the region. Although there are only
three rovers, each rover must learn the same joint-action to satisfy
the coupling requirement of three for a complete PoI observation.

To encourage exploration of PoI 1, supervisors suggested rover
partners capable of satisfying the PoI’s coupling requirements once
a rover’s policy led them to PoI 1, and the supervisor suggested
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(a) S1

(b) S2

Figure (2) Examples of rover teambehaviors induced by su-
pervisor suggestions for a 2 PoI system with a coupling re-
quirement of 3. In (a) suggested partners encouraged rovers
to explore PoI 1 (denoted as S1), and in (b) suggested partners
encouraged rovers to explore PoI 2 (denoted as S2). These be-
haviors are induced by using different suggestions, and the
reward functions used in these tests are the same.

null partners to rovers exploring PoI 2. In the second test, the
supervisor encourages rovers to explore PoI 2 by providing similar
suggestions; rovers received helpful partners when their policies
led them to PoI 2 and null partners if their policy led them to PoI
1. Suggestions encouraging the exploration of PoI 1 are denoted
by S1, and suggestions encouraging the exploration of PoI 2 are
denoted as S2. Examples of rover teams that learned the desired
behaviors using S1 and S2 are illustrated in Figure 2.

Using CAS, the results of this experiment show that rover team
behaviors can be modified even though the reward function re-
mains unchanged. In fact, in the presence of suggestions, rover
teams reliably learn behaviors that converge towards the desired
joint-action (PoI 1 or PoI 2). Figure 3 illustrates the consistency of
these behaviors by comparing the number of times teams learned
a desired behavior with CAS across 30 statistical runs with the
behaviors of rovers learning without CAS. In this figure we see that
rovers learning with the global reward or difference rewards fail to
establish consistent coordination even within this relatively simple
system. The rover teams learning without CAS performed well;
however, the rover teams either failed to learn proper coordination,
or their behaviors always converged towards PoI 1. From a reward
function optimization standpoint, this behavior is optimal; however,
Figure 3 also shows that, with suggestions, the optimal behavior
is learned more consistently using S1. In fact, using S1 allows the
rover team to learn the desired behavior 100% of the time in this
experiment. Figure 3 also shows that rover teams learning with
S2 learn policies that select PoI 2 83% of the time. Although this
behavior is sub-optimal, this behavior can be induced simply by
providing a certain type of suggestion even though the reward func-
tion itself is identical to the one used by the rover teams learning
with D++ and S1.

Figure (3) This figure shows the number of times rover
teams converged to PoI 1, PoI 2, or failed to learn a coordi-
nated behavior by learningwith suggestions and by learning
without suggestions. Each PoI had a coupling requirement
of 3 and the rover team size was 3. The convergence towards
each behavior is counted with respect to the number of sta-
tistical trials (30).

The results of this experiment also demonstrate that rover team
performance also improves when the team learns with suggestions
provided by the supervisor. In Figure 4, we see that the average
team performance converges to the optimal value of 10.0 when the
rover team learns using S1. Although D++ without CAS is capable
of learning this behavior, the rovers converge more readily towards
PoI 1 using S1 creating a more reliable outcome. Figure 4 also shows
that the team score also converges towards the value of PoI 2 (which
is 4.0) when rover teams learn using S2. Note that, although this
behavior produces a sub-optimal outcome compared to D++ and S1,
this behavior is being targeted through S2 and is achieved solely
based on the suggestion as the reward function used to evaluate
stepping stone rewards is the same in D++, S1, and S2.

Although the setup of this experiment is relatively simple, the
influence of suggestions on rover team behavior is clearly illus-
trated. Implementing a supervisor agent which provides agents
with counterfactual agent suggestions enables agent policies to
converge towards a desired outcome more reliably. This behavior
modification occurs without any modification to the reward func-
tion, and it enables rover teams to coordinate more consistently,
particularly in settings where every team member is required to
complete an objective.

6.2 Two PoI, Coupling of Six
In this experiment, the number of rovers in the world is increased to
six, and the coupling requirement of each PoI is also increased to six.
Although the PoI configuration is unchanged, this setup provides
a more difficult learning challenge as tight coordination must be
established and maintained between all six rovers. Once again,
we investigate the performance of the rover teams learning with
two different suggestions provided by the supervisor. Suggestions
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Figure (4) Rover team performance for a 2 PoI systemwith
a coupling requirement of 3. Rover teams providedwith sug-
gestions encouraging the exploration of PoI 1 (denoted S1)
learn this behavior more reliably than rover teams learning
with D++. Although sub-optimal, suggestions can be used to
induce a behavior which encourages rovers to explore PoI 2
(denoted S2) even though the same reward function is used.

encouraging the exploration of PoI 1 or PoI 2 are denoted as S1
and S2, respectively. The performance of rover teams learning with
CAS is compared to those learning without CAS.

With the increased learning complexity associated with the
higher agent-to-agent coupling requirement, rover teams havemore
difficulty establishing the tight coordination needed in this system.
However, rover teams learning with suggestions manage to over-
come some of this difficulty, enabling the team to learn coordinated
behaviors more consistently. Figure 5 illustrates the rover teams
which learned the desired behavior of observing PoI 1 or PoI 2 using
S1 or S2, respectively.

Figure 6 further details the difficulty associated with learning a
tightly-coupled task in this system. Rover teams learning with the
global reward or difference rewards fail to establish coordination
100% of the time which is consistent with similar results presented
in [28]. Although the rover team usingD++ does learn to coordinate
some of the time, the performance is extremely unreliable across
all statistical runs. With six rovers and two PoI choices, the team
ends up being divided among the two PoI most of the time. The
rover teams learning with S1 learn the same optimal behavior as
the team learning with D++; however, the team converges towards
this behavior more consistently leading to a more reliable outcome.
In fact, the improved coordination in the presence of suggestions
allows rover teams learning with S2 to achieve an average team
score which is slightly better than the D++ without CAS even
though though the team behavior is converging towards PoI 2
(worth 4.0). This result is illustrated in Figure 7.

Although there are only two options to choose from, establishing
coordination between six agents is difficult when the performance
of any one agent depends on the performance of five others. This
experiment shows that, in the presence of suggestions, agent teams

(a) S1

(b) S2

Figure (5) Examples of rover teambehaviors induced by su-
pervisor suggestions for a 2 PoI system with a coupling re-
quirement of 6. In (a) the supervisor suggested partners to
rovers encouraging them to explore PoI 1 (denoted as S1). In
(b) the supervisor suggested partners to rovers encouraging
them to explore PoI 2 (denoted as S2). These behaviors are
induced by using different suggestions, and the reward func-
tions used in these tests are the same.

Figure (6) This figure shows the number of times rover
teams learned to explore PoI 1, PoI 2, or failed to learn a
coordinated behavior. Each PoI had a coupling requirement
of 6 and the rover team size was 6. The convergence towards
each behavior is counted with respect to the number of sta-
tistical trials (30).
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Figure (7) Rover team performance for a 2 PoI systemwith
a coupling requirement of 6. Rovers receiving suggestions to
explore PoI 1 (denoted S1) outperform teams learning with
D++. Although sub-optimal, rover teams provided with sug-
gestions encouraging the exploration of PoI 2 (denoted S2)
also reliably learn this behavior and achieved a better perfor-
mance than the rover teams using D++ resulting from more
consistent coordination.

are able to establish more consistent coordinated behavior even in
this more difficult learning environment. To illustrate this effect
further, the next experiment shows the performance of a six rover
team learning in a larger world where there are five different joint-
actions to choose from.

6.3 Five PoI, Coupling of Six
In the third experiment, we explore the performance of a six rover
team in a world with five PoI scattered across a region that is of
size 40x40. The coupling requirement for each PoI is six; therefore,
rover teams will need to establish strict coordination between all
six individuals to successfully observe a PoI. As was the case in the
previous experiments, two suggestion types are tested using the
supervisor. Using suggestion type 1 (denoted S1) supervisors sug-
gested helpful partners when a rover’s policy led them to observe
a PoI with a value greater than 5, and the supervisor suggested a
null partner when a rover’s policy led them to observe a PoI with
a value less than or equal to 5. Similarly, using suggestion type 2
(denoted S2), supervisors suggested helpful partners when a rover’s
policy led them to explore a PoI with value less than or equal to 5
and null partners for PoI with values greater than 5.

Due to the greater number of joint-actions to choose from in
this system, rover teams using D++ without CAS fail to establish
effective coordination throughout the learning process. However,
rover teams that receive suggestions manage to overcome some
of the difficulty associated with this system. Figure 8 shows that
using either S1 or S2, rovers are able to learn policies which allow
them to establish coordinated behavior among all six individuals.

The performance of rover teams S1 and S2 are extremely similar
even though these suggestions encourage rovers to explore PoI of
different values. The similarity in performance is a symptom of

Figure (8) Rover team performance for a 5 PoI systemwith
a coupling requirement of 6. Rover teams either received
suggestions encouraging the exploration of PoI with values
greater than 5 (denoted S1), or they received suggestions en-
couraging the exploration of PoI with values less than or
equal to 5 (denoted S2). Agents using Global and Difference
rewards did not learn resulting in an average reward of zero.

this learning environment where coordination is difficult to estab-
lish and maintain among six independent rovers. However, these
results show that suggestions inject enough knowledge into each
rover’s learning process to establish some coordinated behavior
whereas rovers relying on D++ alone fail to maintain coordination
throughout the learning process.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we introduce a method for injecting knowledge into
the multiagent learning process by using Counterfactual Agent
Suggestions (CAS) that are delivered to agents using a supervisor
agent. We showed that the supervisor can encode knowledge in
the form of a counterfactual partner and then deliver those sugges-
tions using existing reward structures such as D++. Furthermore,
we showed that CAS can be used to induce completely different
behaviors in agents without modifying an agent’s reward function.

This work illustrated the effectiveness of counterfactuals as a
mechanism for providing periodic suggestions to agents through-
out the learning process without explicitly modifying the agent’s
reward function or providing extensive examples. In our current
formulation, these counterfactuals are partner agents. In the future,
we will: (i) explore more fine-tuned counterfactuals that are combi-
nations of counterfactual partners and counterfactual actions; ii)
investigate the use of suggestions and agent-generated counter-
factuals to induce more complex team behaviors that can not be
achieved in the absence of suggestions.
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